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The invaranis ji and r can be computed as ihe dimension of certain Artiman r¡ngs:
If(X,O) is defined byf=O,fG C [y <ml a convergent power series then WX,0)=dimcC{xí,...,xm}/ aj 5x,
al
A similar numerical characterization of quasihomogeneous singularities (not being hypersurfaces) can be given for curve singularities (cf [3] , [lO] ). Especiaííy if (X,O) c (Cm. O) is a complete intersection curve with isolated singularhy. ihen ihe folíowing condiuions are equivaíent:
(1) (X,0) is quasihomogeneous, i.e. admits a good C*~action It is natural to ask wheíher Saltos result can be generalized i.e.
(3) implies
It is the purpose of this note to show thai this is not the case. We give examples of complete intersecíions in C3 with exact Poincaré complex but not quasihomogeneous.
The idea to consruct these examples is as foííows:
C.T.C. Wall gaye a classiflcation of the unimodal complete intersection singularities, esbecially he computed the Milnor number ji(X,0)rdimQ%/d O~(cf [11] ).
1ff gc C{x,y,z} are power Series defaning an isolated curve singuíarity (X,O), then (3) is exact.
(2). [4] ), Al? the 2-minors of the Jacobian matrix offg. Using Mora's aígorithm to compute a Gróbner base (cf [6] ) one can compute t(X,0) and decide whether (X,0) is quasihomogeneous or not.
To prove ihe exactness of tbe Poincaré complex O"4 C-* 0x0~*Qi~~.*f» -*0~-*0
we use a result of Relifen (cf. [7] ):
This condition is always satisfied iffand g are quasibomogeneous polynomials (not necessarily with the same weights).
It remains to check that
kerd-d1O~, le.
,4X,0)=dim0Wd5O~0= dliii %Jker d, Also as an application we compare in § 4 Walls classifxcation of quasihomogeneous singularities with the corresponding classification of Aíeksandrov (cf. [II) .
In § 1 we will give the idea of Mora's algorithm lo be able lo follow our computations.
In § 2 we give Ihe exampíes mentioned aboye.
MORA'S ALGORITHM
We wiII describe the algorithm to compute a Gróbner base of a submodule of a free module. This algorithm is a modification of Buchberger's algorithm to ihe case of modules over local rings (cf [2] , [6] ). The actual implemeníation by the authors on Atari, IBM-compatible PC and Macintosh is much more sophisticated (using sorne extra resulís and ideas lo shorten the computations) as the idea described here. 
To describe the construction of the Gróbner base we need the following nOtations: The algorithm to construct tbe Gróbner base uses the following algorithm to decide whetber a given vector is in the submodule or not:
Let S ci R~be a finite set of vectors of polynornials, 0!= it e a vector of polynomials and M the submodule of R~generated by S. 
Isí step
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Mora proved (cf [6] ) ihat diere is an 1 such either it, =0 or L(h,) is not divisible by L(g) for ah ge T,.
We define reduction}h):= it,.
The algorithm:
Lel A'Ic R~be a submodule generated byf ,f,;f vectors of polynomials.
Wc construCt the Grébner base inductively: 2~/)(2~k) )/2~yk
Leí S:=$fgM3,it,h2,it3,h4} then one can check that reduction8 (S(it,k) We will now prove that the Poincaré complex of (X,O) is exact. We have y,z) i.e. dim £il¾0= 1.
We have to prove that dimO 2 -1+k+3. 
it -reduction 5(S(jL, fi3) =(O,x+ 2yz,xz + 2yz
Now one can check that reduction5(S(git))=O for alí git E 5,, i.e. 
THE QUASIHOMOGENEOUS UNIMODAL SINGULARITIES
